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Abstract
We present a fully dynamic randomized data structure that can answer queries about the
convex hull of a set of n points in three dimensions, where insertions take O(log 3 n) expected
amortized time, deletions take O(log 6 n) expected amortized time, and extreme-point queries take
O(log2 n) worst-case time. This is the first method that guarantees polylogarithmic update and
query cost for arbitrary sequences of insertions and deletions, and improves the previous O(n ε )time method by Agarwal and Matoušek a decade ago. As a consequence, we obtain similar results
for nearest neighbor queries in two dimensions and improved results for numerous fundamental
geometric problems (such as levels in three dimensions and dynamic Euclidean minimum spanning
trees in the plane).
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Introduction

One of the classic problems in geometric data structures is nearest neighbor search (often dubbed the
“post office” problem): preprocess a set P of n point sites so that we can quickly report the closest site
to any given query point. In two dimensions, an optimal solution with O(n log n) preprocessing time
and O(log n) query time has long been known and represents one of the major early achievements
in computational geometry [4, 32]. However, the dynamic version in which we are allowed to insert
and delete sites yields a much different story and is surprisingly still open: while the one-dimensional
problem can be solved with O(log n) update time and O(log n) query time by standard balanced
search trees, no method with the same performance is known in two dimensions.
We briefly review previous work on this dynamic 2-d problem. A straightforward sublinear
√
method with roughly O( n) update and query time was known early on [3]. At FOCS’92, Agarwal
and Matoušek [2] presented the first improvements. In the 2-d case, they gave two methods, one
with O(log n) query time and O(nε ) amortized update time, and another with O(nε ) query time
and O(log2 n) amortized update time. Here, ε is an arbitrary but fixed positive constant. There has
been no further general improvement since (up to now); in particular, no existing method achieves
polylogarithmic query and update time simultaneously.
Various special cases have been studied, though. When only insertions are allowed, a standard
technique [3] yields an O(log2 n) amortized bound for updates and queries. The same result extends
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to the off-line case (where the update sequence may contain both insertions and deletions but we
are given the entire sequence in advance) and the semi-online case (where during the insertion of an
element, we are given the time when that element will be deleted) [17].
Several researchers—Clarkson, Mehlhorn, and Seidel [14], Devillers, Meiser, and Teillaud [15],
Schwarzkopf [34], and Mulmuley [30]—explored the case where the update sequence is random in a
certain sense (for example, the insertion order is equally likely to be any permutation of the elements,
and each deletion is equally likely to be applied to any of the current elements). For 2-d nearest
neighbor search, updates can be performed in optimal O(log n) expected time, while queries can be
answered in O(log2 n) time [30]. These average-case analyses suggest that good running times may
not be too difficult to achieve in practice. However, these analyses reveal nothing about the running
time for a specific update sequence, or for an update sequence performed during the execution of an
algorithm (which is hardly random). This is disappointing, as one of the motivations for designing
data structures, after all, is that they can be used within algorithms to solve static problems.
In this paper, we present the first general data structure for dynamic 2-d nearest neighbor search
that has polylogarithmic update and query cost for any (on-line) sequence of updates. The expected
amortized insertion time is O(log3 n), the expected amortized deletion time is O(log 6 n), and the
worst-case query time is O(log2 n); the data structure can be built in O(n log 2 n) expected time. As
usual, expectation is with respect to the random choices made within the algorithm. Our algorithm
uses randomization in only a mild way: an adversary may even have access to the random choices
made by earlier operations as he/she devises an update sequence. Our algorithm is simpler than
Agarwal and Matoušek’s [2].
Our result (like Agarwal and Matoušek’s) is actually derived for a more general problem:
Maintain a dynamic set P of points in 3-d so that we can quickly answer extreme-point
queries for the convex hull of P , i.e., finding a hull vertex that is extreme along a given
direction.
By a well-known lifting transformation [4], 2-d nearest neighbor queries reduce to such 3-d queries.
Other kinds of queries about the 3-d convex hull can also be answered in polylogarithmic time. (See
Section 6 for more details.) We comment that for the analogous dynamic 2-d convex hull problem,
a polylogarithmic method was known since the early 1980s; Overmars and van Leeuwen’s original
O(log2 n) time bound [31] was later improved to O(log 1+ε n) by this author [8] and eventually to
O(log n) by Brodal and Jacob [5] for extreme-point queries (for other kinds of queries, such as
intersecting the convex hull with a given line, the best time bound is currently O(log 3/2 n) [8]). The
techniques we use for the 3-d problem turn out to be quite different from those used for the 2-d
problem.
It is hard to overstate the importance of convex hulls in computational geometry. Among the
many consequences of our result include improved dynamic data structures for ray shooting queries in
a 3-d intersection of halfspaces, 3-d linear programming, 2-d smallest enclosing circle, 2-d diameter,
2-d bichromatic closest pair, 2-d Euclidean minimum spanning trees, and 2-d incremental width.
Our result also automatically leads to improved (static) algorithms for computing the convex layers
of a 3-d point set and the k-level of a 3-d set of planes. (See Section 7 for more information.)
We briefly point out the main difficulties in designing a data structure for dynamic 3-d convex
hulls. Insertions can be treated by standard techniques [3], so we can focus on deletions. Even in
the simplest case where all points are in convex position, we cannot just maintain the 3-d convex
hull explicitly: although a random vertex has constant average degree (since the total degree is
2

linear), we have no control over which vertex will be deleted next and it may have high degree.
Thus, the convex hull could experience large structural change in every deletion. One idea is to
initially remove all “bad” vertices of degree higher than a certain constant (since there are only a
fraction of such vertices) and handle them in a separate subset (since we can answer an extremepoint query by querying each subset separately). This idea needs refinement, however, since the
low-degree vertices themselves may have high degrees in their own convex hull. We end up using
a multi-layer approach and a quantity different from the degree (namely, the number of “conflict
lists” that the vertex participates in). Although the description of the final method is not long
(we even provide pseudocode), it does require a number of carefully orchestrated ideas, drawing
inspiration from several previous approaches, for example, one of Agarwal and Matoušek’s dynamic
data structures [2], the author’s static data structure for halfspace range reporting [7], and Eppstein’s
dynamic closest pair technique [19]. (See Section 5 for more discussion.)
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Preliminaries

As noted earlier, it suffices to consider the dynamic 3-d convex hull problem, because 2-d nearest
neighbor queries reduce to 3-d extreme-point queries. It suffices to consider the upper hull, since the
lower hull can be treated symmetrically and we can query the lower and upper hulls separately. The
dual version [4, 30, 32] of the problem is more convenient to study and is equivalent to vertical ray
shooting in a lower envelope of planes:
Maintain a dynamic set H of n planes in 3-d so that given a vertical line q, we can quickly
report the lowest plane at q, denoted by ans(H, q).
We assume that the input planes are in general position, by standard perturbation techniques.
Our method is self-contained with the exception of the use of an optimal data structure for the
static problem, and one well-known geometric tool—cuttings [12, 30]. Given a set H of n planes and
a region γ, a (1/r)-cutting of γ is a collection of disjoint open cells (tetrahedra) such that the union
of the closure of the cells contains γ and each cell intersects at most dn/re planes of H. The conflict
list of a cell ∆ refers to the subset of all planes of H intersecting ∆ and is denoted by H ∆ .
The (≤ k)-level refers to the closure of the region of all points q such that at most k planes of H
are strictly below q. The following lemma states that a cutting of small size exists covering a large
number of levels.
Lemma 2.1 For any set H of n planes and parameter r, there exists an O(1/r)-cutting of the
(≤ n/r)-level of H into O(r) cells. We can construct this cutting, along with the conflict lists of all
cells, in O(n log n) expected time. The cells are (unbounded) tetrahedra and are vertical in the sense
that they contain the point (0, 0, −∞).
The above is a special case of Matoušek’s “shallow cutting lemma” [25]. The proof was by
sampling: roughly speaking, we take a random sample R ⊆ H of size about r, form a canonical
triangulation of the arrangement of R, and return the cells that intersect the (≤ n/r)-level. The
conflict list of each cell would then have size close to O(n/r); extra steps are required to make it
truly O(n/r). The O(n log n) expected running time was obtained by an algorithm of Ramos [33].
That vertical cells are sufficient for this particular case of the shallow cutting lemma was observed
by the author [10, Lemma 3.1].
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Our solution to the dynamic lower envelope problem is described in two sections. Section 3
contains a deletion-only data structure that solves the problem only “partially” for some queries;
this section is where Lemma 2.1 comes into play. (Incidentally, Lemma 2.1 is the only place that
requires randomization.) Section 4 then uses this intermediate solution to obtain the fully dynamic
data structure; this section is essentially geometry-free.
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A Partial Data Structure That Supports Deletions

We first describe an incomplete data structure that supports deletions for a set S of n planes. The
data structure is incomplete in the sense that it can only handle queries when the answers belong to a
certain subset Slive ⊆ S of “live” members. Initially, we guarantee that at least half of the planes are
in Slive . Subsequently, each deletion can “kill” off only a small (polylogarithmic amortized) number
of additional planes from Slive . A static subset Sstatic is used to handle queries.
The construction of the data structure consists of logarithmically many layers, where in each
layer we take a cutting of a certain size and remove “bad” planes that cause too many conflicts. The
precise pseudocode is given below. (All logarithms are in base 2, and c and c0 are appropriate integer
constants.)
construct(S):
1. S0 = S
2. for i = 1, . . . , dlog ne do {
§
¨
3.
Ti = a (1/2i )-cutting of the (≤ |Si−1 |/c2i )-level of Si−1 into c0 2i vertical cells
4.
Si = Si−1 − {all planes that intersect more than 4c0 dlog ne cells of Ti }
5.
for each ∆ ∈ Ti do
6.
compute the conflict list (Si )∆ and set j∆ = 0
}
7. Slive = Sstatic = Sdlog ne
Each deletion of a plane involves examining the conflict lists that the plane participates in. When
a fraction of the members of a conflict list has been deleted, we kill off all remaining members of the
list. (The motive behind this unusual strategy will be revealed later, in the proof of Lemma 3.1(c).)
Fix a constant c00 > 4c. The procedure below is to be executed regardless of whether the plane h to
be deleted is live or dead.
delete(S, h):
1. remove h from S, and remove h from Slive (if it is in Slive )
2. for each i and each ∆ ∈ Ti with h ∈ (Si )∆ do {
3.
j∆ = j∆ + 1
4.
if j∆ = d|(Si )∆ |/c00 e then remove all planes in (Si )∆ from Slive
}
We establish the key properties of this data structure:
Lemma 3.1
(a) construct() takes O(n log2 n) expected time and puts at least n/2 planes in Slive .
4

∆ ∈ Ti
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}
§
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≥ |Si |/c2i+1 planes have to be
deleted before z ∗ can be the answer

Figure 1: Proof of Lemma 3.1(c).
(b) Subsequently, nD delete() operations take O(nD log2 n) time and remove at most O(nD log2 n)
planes1 from Slive .
(c) For any vertical line q, if ans(S, q) ∈ Slive , then ans(S, q) = ans(Sstatic , q).
Proof:
(a) Because the total number of intersecting pairs of cells of Ti and planes of Si is at most c0 2i ·
§
¨
n/2i ≤ 2c0 n, line 4 removes at most n/(2dlog ne) planes per iteration. Thus, the total number
of planes removed is at most n/2. The time bound follows by applying Lemma 2.1 in each
iteration.
(b) For each i with h ∈ Si , h intersects at most 4c0 dlog ne cells ∆ ∈ Ti . Thus, the number of
increments of the j∆ ’s performed by each delete is O(log2 n). Charge each increment c00 units.
Since |(Si )∆ | units need to be accumulated before the ≤ |(Si )∆ | removals in line 4 can occur,
the total number of removals is bounded by the total number of charges O(nD log2 n). The
time bound also follows (assuming pointers between planes and conflict lists have been set up).
(c) Let h∗ = ans(S, q) ∈ Slive and let z ∗ = q ∩ h∗ . If z ∗ lies inside some ∆ ∈ Tdlog ne , then since
|(Sstatic )∆ | ≤ 1, h∗ = ans(Sstatic , q) and we are done. Otherwise, let i be such that z ∗ lies
inside some ∆ ∈ Ti but outside all cells of Ti+1 (as in Figure 1). Note that Slive ⊆ Sstatic ⊆ Si .
¨
§
Since Ti+1 contains the (≤ |Si |/c2i+1 )-level of Si , the number of planes of Si that are strictly
§
¨ §
¨
below z ∗ is at least |Si |/c2i+1 ≥ n/c2i+2 ≥ d|(Si )∆ |/4ce. In order for z ∗ to be the answer,
all these planes must have been deleted from S. However, because of line 4, all planes in (S i )∆ ,
2
including h∗ , would have been removed from Slive : a contradiction.
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The Fully Dynamic Data Structure

We are now ready to present our data structure that supports both insertions and deletions for a
dynamic set H of planes. We maintain a collection of O(log n) subsets S, each of which is stored in
the data structure from Section 3. At all times, we maintain the invariant that the subsets S live are
S
disjoint with S Slive = H. However, the subsets S themselves (or Sstatic for that matter) are not
1
In other words, the amortized number of planes removed is O(log 2 n). A slight variant of the algorithm, described
in the proceedings version of this paper, can actually achieve a worst-case instead of an amortized bound.
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necessarily disjoint, because of the presence of dead planes. For each subset S in the collection, we
store the lower envelope of Sstatic .
The initial data structure can be built by invoking the construction procedure from Section 3
logarithmically many times until every plane is live in some subset, as required by the invariant:
preprocess(S):
1. if S 6= ∅ then add subset S, call construct(S), and preprocess(S − S live )
To insert a new plane to H, we simply add a new subset of size 1 to the collection. To ensure
that the number of subsets is logarithmic, we “clean up” by repeatedly merging subsets of similar
sizes (and eliminating dead planes encountered along the way). For a subset S, we define its depth
to be blog |Slive |c. Set b = 16.
insert(h):
1. add new subset S = {h} with Slive = Sstatic = S
2. while there exist b subsets S (1) , . . . , S (b) at the same depth do
(1)
(b)
3.
remove subsets S (1) , . . . , S (b) and call preprocess(Slive ∪ · · · ∪ Slive )
After the clean-up in lines 2–3 above, there can be at most b − 1 subsets at each depth, for a
total of O(log n) subsets, as claimed.
To delete a plane h from H, we invoke the deletion procedure from Section 3 to each subset
S containing h. (There may be more than one subset, as multiple dead copies of h may exist.)
Some planes become dead in S as a result of this procedure. The key idea is to reinsert these newly
deceased planes back to the data structure (ending up in other subsets of the collection), thereby
restoring the invariant.
delete(h):
1. A = ∅
2. for each subset S containing h do
3.
call delete(S, h), and add all planes just removed from Slive to A
4. for each g ∈ A − {h} do call insert(g)
The query algorithm is simple, as vertical ray shooting is “decomposable”: we can answer a query
by querying each subset in the collection separately.
query(q):
1. B = ∅
2. for each subset S with ans(Sstatic , q) ∈ Slive do
3.
add ans(Sstatic , q) to B
4. return ans(B, q)
The description of our data structure is complete. We now provide an amortized analysis:
Theorem 4.1
(a) Any sequence of nI insert() and nD delete() operations on an initial set of size n0 takes total
expected update time O(n0 log2 n + nI log3 n + nD log6 n), where n is the maximum size of the
set at any time.
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(b) query() answers vertical ray shooting queries correctly in O(log 2 n) time.
Proof:
(a) Define the potential of the data structure to be S |Slive | log |Slive |. At any moment, the
potential is upper-bounded by n log n due to disjointness of the subsets Slive .
P

The cost of preprocessing a set of n0 planes is, by Lemma 3.1(a), O(
O(n0 log2 n0 ).

P∞

j=0 (n0 /2

j ) log2 (n

0 /2

j ))

=

Regarding insertion, consider one iteration of lines 2–3. Say the sets S (i) are at depth k. The
(b)
(1)
cost of this step is O(p log2 p), like above, with p = |Slive | + · · · + |Slive |. Note that p ≥ 2k+4 for
our choice of b = 16. The increase in the potential during this step is at least
∞
X
p

j=1

2j

log

∞
b
∞
X
X
X
1
j
p
(i)
(i)
|S
|
log
|S
|
≥
p
log
p
−
−
p
− p(k + 1)
live
j
j
2j i=1 live
2
2
j=1
j=1

≥ p(k + 4) − 2p − p(k + 1) = p.
We can thus upper-bound the insertion cost by the potential increase multiplied by a log 2 n
factor.
Regarding deletion, consider lines 1–3. By Lemma 3.1(b), the size of all the A sets generated
is at most O(log2 n) times the number of calls to delete(S, h). Since this number is O(nD log n)
over the entire update sequence, the total size of the A’s, as well as the cost of the calls
to delete(S, h), is O(nD log3 n). However, the potential decreases. Noting that in general
(x + y) log(x + y) − x log x = y log(x + y) + x log(1 + y/x) ≤ y log(x + y) + x · O(y/x) =
y log(x + y) + O(y), we see that the decrease in potential during this step is at most
|Slive | log |Slive | − (|Slive | − |A|) log(|Slive | − |A|) ≤ O(|A| log |Slive |) ≤ O(|A| log n).
Over the entire update sequence, the total potential decrease is thus O(n D log4 n). The running
time of line 4 is bounded by the potential increase times log 2 n, as already shown above.
Therefore, the total cost of the entire update sequence is bounded by O(n D log3 n +
(total potential increase) log2 n), where
total potential increase = (final potential − initial potential) + total potential decrease

= O(n log n − n0 log n0 + nD log4 n) = O(nI log n + nD log4 n).

We thus obtain the desired time bound.
(b) Correctness is easy to see: by the invariant, ans(H, q) is in Slive for some subset S, and by
Lemma 3.1(c), ans(H, q) = ans(S, q) = ans(Sstatic , q). The running time follows since for each
of the O(log n) subsets S, ans(S, q) takes O(log n) time by known static data structures for
vertical ray shooting in 3-d lower envelopes (a static planar point location problem [4, 32]). 2
Note the slightly unconventional definition of n above; it is easy to make n the current size of
H, by applying a standard amortization trick [29] (namely, whenever the value of n has doubled or
halved, rebuild the whole data structure from scratch).
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Remarks

We note how various ideas used in our data structure are related to previous approaches:
• The idea of taking O(log n) layers of samples/cuttings is akin to skip lists. More specifically, our
construction in Section 3 resembles a static data structure of the author [7] for 3-d halfspace
range reporting. There, conflict lists of triangulations of samples also play a vital role, but
without the removal of bad planes (nor the subsequent removal of planes from conflict lists).
• The idea of removing a fraction of bad planes and treating them in separate disjoint subsets stems from one of Agarwal and Matoušek’s original dynamic data structures for lower
envelopes [2]. Agarwal and Matoušek also used cuttings (of O(nε ) size) but in a top-down
recursive fashion, which inevitably incurred some loss of efficiency. Our multi-layer usage of
cuttings of different sizes avoids this problem.
• The idea of decomposing a dynamic set into disjoint subsets and handling insertions by repeated
merging is standard [3] and is sometimes called the “logarithmic method”. Our data structure
in Section 4 is more delicate, however, as we let deletions trigger multiple reinsertions (and
also let dead elements remain in each subset). Traces of this nontrivial form of the logarithmic
method can be seen in Eppstein’s technique [19, 20] for dynamic closest-pair-type problems,
and Section 4 is inspired by his technique. (In Eppstein’s closest-pair solution, the partial
data structure involved is the “conga line”; there, a deletion triggers only one reinsertion per
subset.)
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More Queries

Our data structure can handle other kinds of queries besides vertical ray shooting in the lower
envelope of planes.
Nonvertical ray shooting. Given a nonvertical line q, we can find the topmost (or bottommost)
point of q that lies on the lower envelope of H (if such a point exists). As can be easily seen, our
query algorithm works immediately for this more general form of ray shooting, with no change at
all in the description and correctness proof (except for the use of an optimal static data structure
for nonvertical ray shooting, as provided by Dobkin and Kirkpatrick [16]). We can confirm that the
query line q does intersect the lower envelope, by checking whether the returned point on q lies on
the lower envelope (which reduces to answering a vertical ray shooting query at the point). The
query time remains O(log2 n).
The same result holds for nonvertical ray shooting in the intersection of a dynamic set of halfspaces
in 3-d, by querying the lower halfspaces and upper halfspaces separately.
Back in primal space, ray shooting queries correspond to gift-wrapping queries: given a line q
(not intersecting the convex hull), find the two planes through q that are tangent to the convex hull.
Linear programming queries. For a dynamic set of halfspaces in 3-d, a linear programming
query asks for a point inside the intersection that is extreme along a given direction. (See [6, 18]
for earlier results on the semi-online case.) Because these queries are not decomposable, we cannot
directly apply our query algorithm.
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Matoušek [26] showed how linear programming queries reduce to ray shooting queries via a
multidimensional parametric search, without any change to the data structure. Specifically, suppose
that there is a parallel query algorithm for vertical ray shooting that uses π(n) processors and runs
in τ (n) time. Let tk (n) be the time required to solve a “k-dimensional” linear programming query,
i.e., finding a point inside the intersection that is restricted within a given k-flat and extreme along
a given direction. Matoušek obtained tk (n) = O(tk−1 (n)τ (n) log π(n) + (τ (n) log π(n))k+1 ).
Our vertical ray shooting algorithm is clearly parallelizable with τ (n) = O(log n) and π(n) =
O(log n). Our nonvertical ray shooting algorithm provides the base case t 1 (n) = O(log2 n). We can
thus solve general linear programming queries in t3 (n) = O(log4 n log4 log n) time. (The query time
can probably be improved with more work.)
Back in primal space, we can use linear programming queries to intersect the convex hull with a
line within the same time.
k-lowest-planes queries and halfspace range reporting. Next, we consider the following
generalization of vertical ray shooting: given a vertical line q and an integer k, report the k lowest
planes at q. (See [7, 33] for earlier results on the static case.) By repeated vertical shooting and
deletions, we can answer such a query in O(k log 6 n) expected amortized time. We show that the time
bound can be lowered by a direct modification of the algorithm. Specifically, we use the following
extension of Lemma 3.1(c), assuming c00 > 8c:
Lemma 6.1 For any vertical line q, if h∗ is among the k lowest planes of S at q and h∗ ∈ Slive ,
then h∗ is among the 8ck lowest planes of Sstatic at q.
Proof: Let z ∗ = q ∩ h∗ . If z ∗ lies inside some ∆ ∈ Tdlog(n/8ck)e , then since |(Sstatic )∆ | ≤ 8ck, the
conclusion follows. Otherwise, let i < log(n/8ck) be such that z ∗ lies inside some ∆ ∈ Ti but outside
all cells of Ti+1 (as in Figure 1). Note that k ≤ n/c2i+3 and Slive ⊆ Sstatic ⊆ Si . Let K be the k lowest
§
¨
planes of S at q. Since Ti+1 contains the (≤ |Si |/c2i+1 )-level of Si , the number of planes of Si − K
§
¨
§
¨
§
¨
that are strictly below z ∗ is at least |Si |/c2i+1 − |K| ≥ n/c2i+2 − k ≥ n/c2i+3 ≥ d|(Si )∆ |/8ce.
In order for h∗ to be in K, all these planes must have been deleted from S. However, because of
line 4, all planes in (Si )∆ , including h∗ , would have been removed from Slive : a contradiction.
2
By the lemma, to answer a query, it suffices to examine the 8ck lowest planes in S static over every
subset S in the collection. With known static data structures for k-lowest-planes queries [7], these
planes can be generated in O(log n + k) time per subset, for a total of O((log n + k) log n). We can
skip over planes not in Slive , and return the k lowest among all O(k log n) live planes generated. The
overall query time is O(log2 n + k log n).
The problem of reporting all planes below a query point reduces to the above queries and can
also be solved in O(log2 n + k log n) time, where k denotes the output size of the query. This follows
from a standard trick of “guessing” the output size (e.g., see [7, proof of Corollary 2.5]).
Back in primal space, the problem is equivalent to halfspace range reporting (finding all points
inside a query halfspace) for a dynamic 3-d point set. By the lifting transformation, we can also find
the k nearest/farthest neighbors to a query point, or report all points inside/outside a query circle,
for a dynamic 2-d point set, in the same amount of time.
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Applications

We list some of the many consequences of our new data structure:
• We can maintain the smallest enclosing circle of a dynamic 2-d point set in expected amortized
time O(log6 n), improving the previous O(nε ) bound [2]. This problem lifts to convex programming over a halfspace intersection, which is similar enough to linear programming queries and
can be handled by the same multidimensional parametric search technique [26].
• We can maintain the diameter as well as the bichromatic closest/farthest pair of a dynamic
2-d point set in O(log8 n) expected amortized time (instead of O(nε ) [2]). This follows from
Eppstein’s technique [19]: any dynamic data structure for nearest/farthest neighbor queries
with O(t(n)) update and query time can be converted into a dynamic data structure for closest/farthest pair with O(t(n) log2 n) amortized time.
• We can maintain the Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) of a dynamic 2-d point set in
O(log10 n) expected amortized time. This is a consequence of a known reduction to bichromatic
closest pair by Eppstein [19]: a dynamic data structure for bichromatic closest pair with t bcp (n)
amortized time and a dynamic data structure for minimum spanning trees for graphs with
tmst (n) amortized time can be combined to yield a dynamic EMST algorithm with O((t bcp (n)+
tmst (n)) logd n) amortized time. Here, d = 2 and, by known graph results [23], tmst (n) =
O(log4 n).
• We can maintain the all-nearest-neighbors graph of a dynamic 2-d point set (where we place a
directed edge from each point to its nearest neighbor) in O(log 6 n) expected amortized time.
This follows from a reduction of the problem to vertical ray shooting for a dynamic lower
envelope noted in [9].
• We can maintain the width of a 2-d point set under insertions (without deletions) in O(log 7 n)
expected amortized time (instead of O(nε )). This follows from a method of Eppstein [21],
which requires an amortized O(log n) number of updates and vertical ray shooting queries for
a dynamic 3-d halfspace intersection.
• We can obtain a randomized algorithm for the 3-d convex layers (or “convex hull peeling
depth”) problem that runs in O(n log6 n) expected time, improving Agarwal and Matoušek’s
O(n1+ε ) bound [2]. This follows from the standard gift-wrapping algorithm that constructs
the layers with O(n) deletions and queries. Compare our result with Chazelle’s O(n log n)
algorithm for the 2-d convex layers problem back in 1985 [11].
• We can obtain a randomized algorithm for constructing the k-level for a 3-d arrangement of
n planes that runs in O(n log2 n + f log6 n) expected time, improving the previous O(n1+ε f )
bound [2], where f denotes the output size. This follows as the k-level can be constructed by
performing O(f ) insertions, deletions, and nonvertical ray shooting queries.
According to the current combinatorial bound on the k-level in 3-d [36], f = O(nk 3/2 ) always.
The author [7] showed how to speed up any O(T (n))-time k-level algorithm to run in O(n log n+
(n/k)T (k)) expected time. By plugging in T (n) = O(n5/2 log6 n), we now have an O(n log n +
nk 3/2 log6 k)-time randomized algorithm.
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• We can report all local minima of the first k levels for a 3-d arrangement of n planes in
O(n log2 n + k 3 log6 n) expected time. This follows from a method of Matoušek [27], which
requires O(k 3 ) insertions, deletions, and linear programming queries.
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Modifications

A more practical version? Our method is easy to implement except for the cutting step
(Lemma 2.1). Unfortunately, Ramos’ cutting algorithm [33] is fairly complicated. We point on
an alternative that is simpler and uses lower envelopes of samples as its only tool. The algorithm
becomes slower by polylogarithmic factors but achieves high-probability bounds:
Lemma 8.1 Let H be a set of n planes, let r ≤ n and N ≥ n, and let c0 be any constant. Take
c0 log N independent random samples of H, each of size r/2, and consider the vertical decomposition
of the region underneath the lower envelope of each sample. With probability at least 1 − 1/N c0 −3 ,
the O(r log N ) cells of these O(log N ) decompositions cover the (≤ n/r)-level of H, and the conflict
list of each cell has size O((n/r) log N ). We can construct the cells, along with their conflict lists, in
O(n log n log N ) time.
Proof: That each cell has size O((n/r) log N ) with high probability is well-known; e.g., see [13].
To see that the cells cover the (≤ n/r)-level with high probability, fix a vertex v in the arrangement
of H with k ≤ n/r planes below it. The probability that v is above the lower envelope of one
sample is at most (r/2)(k/n) ≤ 1/2. The probability that v is above all lower envelopes is at most
¡ ¢
2
(1/2)c0 log N = 1/N c0 . There are n3 vertices in the arrangement.
Note that in Section 3, it is not important that cells in Ti are disjoint. We can thus use the above
lemma in place of Lemma 2.1 to compute each Ti and adjust parameters by logarithmic factors in
the algorithm and the analysis accordingly. This version of the data structure achieves O(polylog N )
update and query time w.h.p. (i.e., with probability at least 1−1/N c0 for an arbitrarily large constant
c0 ); we set N to be the total number of planes.
The resulting query algorithm is Monte Carlo, however: in the above lemma, although we can
easily confirm that all conflict lists have small sizes (and if not, resample), we do not have an efficient
way to test whether the cells indeed cover the (≤ n/r)-level. Still, we can obtain a Las Vegas version
of the query algorithm with additional ideas as follows.
Given the query line q, suppose that the Monte Carlo algorithm returns the plane h. Let z = q∩h.
For each subset S in the collection, we want to confirm that no plane in S live is strictly below z.
We first find the largest i such that z lies inside some ∆ ∈ Ti . This can be done in polylogarithmic
time, by planar point location queries for each lower envelope. If i = dlog ne, we can confirm directly
that none of the O(log N ) planes in (Sstatic )∆ is in Slive and strictly below z. Otherwise, we confirm
that j∆ ≥ d|(Si )∆ |/4ce; by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1(c), we know that this
§
¨
condition is true if the cells in Ti+1 indeed cover the (≤ |Si |/c2i+1 )-level of Si , i.e., this is true
w.h.p. Since this condition implies that none of the planes in (Si )∆ is in Slive , this confirmation
ensures correctness. Since we know that confirmation is successful w.h.p., whenever it fails, we can
switch to a brute-force search. The resulting query algorithm runs in polylogarithmic time w.h.p.
and always returns the correct answer.
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An O(n log log n)-space version. Our method requires Ω(n log n) space, since the total size of
the conflict lists stored in one partial data structure is Ω(n) for each T i . We now describe a more
complicated variant of the data structure that uses less space, based on a suggestion by Peyman
Afshani (personal communication).
In the partial data structure in Section 3, the idea is to store just the size of the conflict lists (S i )∆ ,
P
not the lists themselves. This requires only O( i |Ti |) = O(n) space. In line 2 of the delete(S, h)
procedure, for each i with h ∈ Si , we need to find all cells ∆ ∈ Ti intersecting h. Since ∆ intersects
h iff one of its (three) vertices lies above h, this can be accomplished by finding all vertices of T i that
lie above h—a halfspace range reporting query. In line 4 of delete(S, h), we need to re-generate the
conflict list (Sstatic )∆ and remove its planes from Slive (note that planes in (Si )∆ − (Sstatic )∆ need
not be removed, as they are not in Slive ). Since h intersects ∆ iff h lies below one of its (three)
vertices, we can compute (Sstatic )∆ by halfspace range reporting queries on Sstatic in dual space. By
using the current best static method for halfspace range reporting [7, 33], the space requirement is
O(n log log n).
We need one more change, to ensure that |Slive | = Θ(n): in the partial data structure, as soon as
|Slive | ≤ n/4, remove everything from Slive and destroy the structure. Lemma 3.1(b) still holds (since
this condition can occur only after Ω(n/ log 2 n) deletions, in which case we can afford O(n) more
removals). Since one partial data structure now requires O(|Slive | log log |Slive |) space, by disjointness
of the Slive ’s, the whole data structure requires O(n log log n) space.
Dynamic lower envelopes of curves in 2-d. Our method can handle nonvertical ray shooting
queries in a lower envelope of x-monotone curves in 2-d, assuming that each pair of curves intersects
at most a constant s number of times. This is interesting, as most known dynamic data structures
for 2-d lower envelopes of lines (i.e., 2-d convex hulls), including the classical method by Overmars
and van Leeuwen [31], do not extend to the case of curves.
All we need is a generalization of Lemma 2.1:
Lemma 8.2 For any set H of n curves in the plane and parameter r, there exists an O(1/r)-cutting
of the (≤ n/r)-level of H into O(rβ(n)) cells. We can construct this cutting, along with the conflict
lists of all cells, in O(nβ(n) log n) expected time. The cells are all x-monotone regions unbounded
from below (but not necessarily of constant complexity). Here, β(·) is an inverse-Ackermann-like
function (depending on s).
Proof: Pick a random integer k ∈ [n/r, 2n/r) and compute the k-level L of H. Draw downward
vertical rays at every (n/r)-th vertex of L. Return the cells formed by partitioning the region
underneath L with these rays. (The idea of using levels to construct cuttings is not new; e.g.,
see [24].)
It is known [35] that the (≤ 2n/r)-level has O(n(n/r)β(n)) vertices in total. Thus, L has an
expected O(nβ(n)) number of vertices. (If the actual number exceeds this bound by a constant
factor, we can repick k.) The number of cells is therefore O(nβ(n)/(n/r)) = O(rβ(n)).
For each cell ∆, a curve intersects ∆ iff it intersects one of the two bounding rays or passes
through a vertex of L between the two rays. The number of such curves is therefore at most
2n/r + 2n/r + n/r = O(n/r).
We can construct the k-level in O(nβ(n) log n) expected time by an algorithm of Har-Peled [22].
By sweeping the vertices of L from left to right, we can keep track of the subset of curves intersecting
each downward ray and therefore generate the conflict lists within the same time bound.
2
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Note that in Section 3, it is not important that cells in Ti have constant complexity. We can
thus use the above lemma to compute each Ti ’s and adjust parameters by inverse-Ackermann-like
factors in the algorithm and the analysis accordingly. Static vertical ray shooting for curves can
still be done in logarithmic time by binary search. The resulting data structure has O(β(n) log 3 n)
amortized insertion time, O(β(n)2 log6 n) amortized deletion time, and O(log2 n) query time.
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Open Problems

The most obvious open problem is to reduce the number of logarithmic factors in our results. It
seems plausible that one logarithmic factor could be removed from the insertion and deletion time,
by improving the O(n log2 n) construction time bound in Section 3: Ramos [33] actually showed how
to compute O(log n) cuttings of different sizes in O(n log n) total expected time; what prevents us
from immediately applying this result is that we remove bad planes each time we move on to the next
cutting. In any case, reducing the update time all the way to O(log n) appears extremely difficult;
even for the insertion-only case, an optimal method is currently not known.
It might be possible to de-amortize our time bounds by known tricks [29]. Obtaining a deterministic polylogarithmic method remains open.
In a recent development [1], a more space-efficient data structure has been found for the static
3-d halfspace range reporting problem. By this result and the ideas from Section 8, the space bound
for our dynamic 3-d data structure can be further improved from O(n log log n) to O(n).
Finally, we point out that Agarwal and Matoušek [2] actually described their dynamic data
structures for lower envelopes of hyperplanes in any fixed dimension. Bounds get much worse as
soon as the dimension exceeds 3, even for static data structures [25, 28]. Still, one may ask whether
some of the nε factors in Agarwal and Matoušek’s higher-dimensional bounds could be replaced by
polylogarithmic factors. Our method does not seem to yield new results here.
Acknowledgement.
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